
 

 

Clause 7 in Report No. 7 of Committee of the Whole was adopted, without amendment, 
by the Council of The Regional Municipality of York at its meeting held on April 23, 
2015. 

7 
York Region Official Plan Review  

Phase 1 Consultation Update and Policy Areas for Review 
 

Committee of the Whole recommends: 

1. Receipt of the presentation by Valerie Shuttleworth, Chief Planner. 

2. Receipt of the following communications:  

1. Randy Peddigrew, Senior Vice President of Land Development, The 
Remington Group, dated March 3, 2015. 

2. Ryan Mino-Leahan, KLM Partners Inc. on behalf of Melrose Properties Inc., 
Ironrose Investments Inc., MCN (Pinevalley) Inc., Mel-Terra Investments Inc., 
Azure Woods Home Corp., and Lazio Farms Holdings Inc., the owners of 
approximately 191.16 hectares of land located within Block 42 in the City of 
Vaughan, dated April 8, 2015. 

3. Adoption of the following recommendations contained in the report dated March 26, 
2015 from the Commissioner of Corporate Services and Chief Planner: 

1. Recommendations 

It is recommended that: 

1. Council endorse policy areas that have been identified for further review 
as set out in this report. 

2. The Regional Clerk circulate this report to the local municipalities, 
conservation authorities and the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 
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York Region Official Plan Review 
Phase 1 Consultation Update and Policy Areas for Review 

2. Purpose 

This report provides Council with a summary of what was heard through Phase 1 
consultation and seeks Council endorsement of policy areas identified for further 
review and update through the York Region Official Plan Review. 

3. Background  

York Region is currently undertaking a 5-year review of the 
Official Plan 

The Planning Act requires that official plans be reviewed at least every five years 
to ensure conformity with provincial direction on land use planning.  The current 
York Region Official Plan, 2010 (YROP-2010) was adopted by Council in 
December 2009 and approved by the Province in September 2010. The majority 
of YROP-2010 came into force and effect in mid-2012 through an Order of the 
Ontario Municipal Board (OMB).  Subsequent OMB Orders including one of 
February 2015 brought the remainder of the plan into force and effect except the 
region-wide appeal on Chapter 6 and some remaining site specific appeals.  
Over 90% of the Plan is in full force and effect. 

In 2014, Regional staff initiated an Official Plan Review which includes two 
components: a policy review and a Regional Municipal Comprehensive Review 
(MCR) to update population and employment forecasts to 2041.  The MCR work 
plan and the consultation and engagement plan were received by Council in May 
2014 and January 2015, respectively.   

Consultation for the Official Plan Review is occurring in three 
phases 

York Region is reaching out to the public and stakeholders on the Official Plan 
Review through three distinct phases.  Phase 1 provided background information 
on the Official Plan Review process and sought input on growth management 
considerations and policy areas to be reviewed.   Phase 1 will conclude with 
Council endorsement of policy areas and draft growth scenarios recommended 
for further review and analysis (see report entitled 2041 York Region Draft 
Growth Scenarios and Land Budget). The subsequent phases of consultation are 
as follows: 

• Phase 2 (May 2015 to Spring 2016) is an iterative process analysing and 
seeking further input from the public and stakeholders on growth 
scenarios and policy areas identified for update 
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York Region Official Plan Review 
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• Phase 3 (May 2016 to Fall 2016) will involve consultation on the 
recommended growth scenario and policy modifications as incorporated 
into a draft Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) 

There was strong interest and active participation from the 
public and stakeholders in Phase 1  

Phase 1 consultation has been underway since May 2014.  A variety of public 
and stakeholder consultation and engagement opportunities have occurred, 
including: 

• 17 Local Municipal meetings  

• 6 Reports to Council  

• 2 York Region Interdepartmental meetings  

• 3 Public Open Houses  

• 2 Technical Advisory Committee meetings  

• 1 Special Meeting of Council  

While policy areas have been identified for further review and 
potential update, there is general support for existing Regional 
Official Plan policies and objectives 

Support for the direction of the YROP-2010 has been confirmed through Phase 1 
consultation.  Public input has confirmed the need to keep the Official Plan 
updated with current provincial policy and legislation and applying sustainability 
principles remains an effective way to manage growth.  

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) members, including local municipal and 
conservation authority staff, have also expressed support for the policy direction 
in the YROP-2010.  Given TAC members’ practical experience applying York 
Region Official Plan policy, they have identified specific policy improvements to 
address implementation challenges.  Detailed recommendations and 
modifications will be considered through Phase 2.  

There was good attendance at the Special Meeting of Council 
held March 5, 2015 

A Special Meeting was held on March 5, 2015 to provide the public with a formal 
opportunity to provide Council with their opinions on how the YROP-2010 should 
be updated.  In response to this request for input, Council received 8 written 
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submissions and heard 7 deputations.  There was also good attendance at this 
meeting by members of the public and the development industry.  A summary of 
all public and stakeholder comments received, up to and including written 
submissions provided by March 5th in relation to the Special Meeting of Council, 
are provided in Attachment 1.  This input, as well as additional input, including 
submissions following this Special Meeting will be considered through Phase 2. 

4. Analysis and Options 

Regional staff has spent a number of years implementing policies in the YROP-
2010 and have identified a number of areas for policy improvements.  Based on 
input from staff and input received through public and stakeholder consultation, a 
number of policy areas are recommended for detailed review, including: 

• Conformity with Provincial Policy and Plans (Provincial Policy 
Statement, 2014, Source Protection Plans) 

• Transportation 
• Cemeteries 
• Agriculture (policies in this chapter remain under region-wide appeal) 
• Healthy Communities (including energy, sustainable buildings and 

climate) 
• Employment 
• Retail 
• Housing 
• Economic Development (including connectivity infrastructure) 
 

The York Region Official Plan will be updated to conform with 
Provincial Policy and Plans 

The York Region Official Plan will be updated to conform to following Provincial 
policies and plans: 

•  Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (PPS),  
• Amendment 2 to Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

(Growth Plan),  
• South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Plan  
• Credit Valley and Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario 

Source Water Protection Plan 
 
All these documents have been approved since the York Region Official Plan 
was adopted by Council in 2009. 
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In addition, on February 27, 2015, the Province announced the coordinated 
review of the following four provincial land use plans: 
 

• Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 
• Greenbelt Plan 
• Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan 
• Niagara Escarpment Plan (not applicable to York Region) 

 
If finalized in time, policy modifications resulting from the provincial process will 
be incorporated into the York Region Official Plan through this review.  

Strengthening of Employment and Retail policies supports the 
Region’s economic vitality and complete community objectives 

In 2006, the Growth Plan introduced strong provincial policy around protection of 
employment lands which was incorporated into the YROP-2010.  After 
implementing these policies staff find that refinements are necessary. 
Employment policies will be reviewed to ensure they reflect recent trends in 
business and job growth including greater integration within mixed-use 
communities.  This will have to be balanced with recent changes to the PPS, 
2014 recognizing the need for stronger protection for existing employment areas 
and strategically located employment lands over the longer term. 

In support of the Official Plan Review, York Region undertook a Retail Trends 
Study to better understand current trends in retail planning and identify 
opportunities to direct the establishment of more sustainable forms of retail 
development.  Policy recommendations from the study will be explored with local 
municipalities and stakeholders to inform a retail policy review. 

The process identified transportation and housing policy as key 
areas to address through this review  

The public has indicated that suitable housing options and transportation are key 
factors for sustained high quality of life in York Region.  Transportation issues 
including congestion, providing transit, and increased connectivity have been 
raised consistently as policy areas for review.  The York Region Official Plan 
Review is being coordinated with the Transportation and Water and Wastewater 
Master Plan updates.  The findings of both master plans will inform policy 
updates to the York Region Official Plan and vice versa. 

In 2014, York Region finalized Housing Solutions:  A place for everyone - York 
Region 10-year Housing Plan. Regional staff is also working to finalize Affordable 
Housing Implementation Guidelines.  The YROP-2010 will also be revised to 
reflect the policy direction and implementation strategies established through 
these documents. 
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New policy areas are emerging including cemetery planning, 
connectivity infrastructure and healthy built environment 

There are a number of new policy areas that have emerged including the need to 
comprehensively plan for cemeteries and broadband infrastructure.  Regional 
staff will undertake a cemetery needs analysis and develop a policy framework 
for allocating need and addressing appropriate siting and development.  Staff will 
also review the Broadband Strategy objectives to consider a policy framework 
which provides leadership and support for the development of connectivity 
infrastructure in York Region.  

There is also continued interest in the relationship between human health and 
the built environment.  Health research continues to demonstrate how 
communities are built and the services and resources provided within them, 
directly impacts people's physical and mental health, and social well-being.  
Building upon the healthy communities foundation in the YROP 2010, a policy 
review will be undertaken to ensure that we continue to meet the objective of 
creating healthy, complete communities.  

Next steps include detailed policy analysis and consultation 

Phase 2 of the York Region Official Plan will begin immediately following 
Council’s endorsement of policy areas for review outlined in this report and draft 
growth scenarios as presented in a separate report. Next steps include:   

• Undertaking detailed review of policy areas identified above 
• Holding a second round of public consultation in Q2 2015 in 

coordination with the Transportation and Water and Wastewater 
Master Plans 

• Undertaking focused and iterative stakeholder consultation 
• Reporting back to Council with additional detail on policy modifications  

and a preferred growth scenario in Q4 2015 
 

Phase 2 Transportation and Water and Wastewater Master Plan updates will 
occur later in 2015.  Phase 3 consultation for the ROP will occur in Spring 2016. 
 
Link to key Council-approved Plans 

The Regional Official Plan update supports all of the 2015 to 2019 Strategic Plan 
goals, specifically, by strengthening the Region’s Economy, Supporting 
Community Health and Well-being, Managing Environmentally Sustainable 
Growth and Providing Modern and Efficient Public Service. The Official Plan also 
supports the Region’s Vision for 2051 of Liveable Cities and Complete 
Communities, an Innovative Economy and a Resilient Natural Environment and 
Agricultural System. 
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York Region Official Plan Review 
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5. Financial Implications

Consultation and engagement on the Regional Official Plan update work is being 
undertaken within the existing Planning and Economic Development Branch staff 
complement and budget. 

6. Local Municipal Impact

Local municipal planning staff are part of the Technical Advisory Committee 
supporting the Regional Municipal Comprehensive Review and Official Plan 
Review. Local municipal staff have been, and will continue to be consulted on 
policy areas for review and modification. Local municipalities will be engaged 
throughout the process, informing the development of background material, 
growth management scenarios and draft policies. 

7. Conclusion

Phase 1 of the York Region Official Plan Review included 28 public and 
stakeholder consultation and engagement opportunities.  Input provided was 
used to identify policy areas recommended for review.  Regional staff is seeking 
Council endorsement of the policy areas for review and update. 

Through Phase 2, staff will work closely with all stakeholders through an iterative 
engagement process to review policy areas in detail and develop proposed policy 
modifications.  Regional staff will report back to Council on the results in Q4, 
2015. 

For more information on this report, please contact Teresa Cline, Senior Planner 
at Ext. 71591. 

The Senior Management Group has reviewed this report. 

March 26, 2015 

Attachments (1) 

6056159 

Accessible formats or communication supports are available upon request 
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2014 York Region Official Plan Review  
Public and Stakeholder Input Received to Date 

   

 
 Comment Analysis and Recommendations 

November 2014 Public 
Open Houses 
 

- No new development without a 3rd pipe as 
mandatory for hydrants (reclaimed water) car 
washes etc.  

- UYSS WRC/Keswick WPCP = reclaimed water. 
- We will run out of water some day! 
 

Healthy Communities is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 

- Have a local community college campus so 
students don't have to travel downtown, Oshawa 
or further north for education (Seneca King 
campus has limited disciplines). 

- New library needed on transit route (with enough 
parking), integrated with sports arena & 
community centre. 

- Integrate housing (high/low-rise, multi-unit). 
- Considerations for affordable housing, would high 

rises along Hwy 404 be suitable? 
 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation.  
 
Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 
Housing is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 

- Develop a Privatization Strategy. 
- Develop a Community Enterprise Strategy. 
 

Policy implementation is an area recommended 
for review through the MCR/ROP Update. 

- Good start on review, continue with public 
consultations. 

 

 

- I have my own corrections for the Growth Plan 
and PPS to prevent designated high density areas 
from being wrongly suggested by OP's. If there is 
no rapid transit, no municipal infrastructure 
(plumbing/sewers/electric/telecom/cable) and no 
secondary access that is not an emergency 
second access, it should never be allowed. I 
highlight Major Mackenzie and Hwy 400 fiasco, 
which should have been thrown out by OMB, but 
legally couldn't be. That law is flawed.  

 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

A
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2014 York Region Official Plan Review     
Public and Stakeholder Input Received to Date 
 

- Too much intensification, destroying mature 
neighbourhoods. 

- Less condos, more single family homes. 
 

Housing is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 

- There is far too much intensification on Yonge and 
Bayview. My routines and what activities in which I 
can engage are driven by the traffic problems on 
Bayview. Sometimes I can't even get onto 
Bayview in the morning (my only route out of my 
neighbourhood) but you keep on building 
townhomes, houses & condos. 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 

 
- Concentrates on development - new new new. 
- No emphasis on preservation of communities or 

heritage areas (totally ignored) why? 
- Such thinking leads to destruction of what is 

already in existence without analysis of what 
could/should/might be preserved and/or 
enhanced. 

- This is engineering thinking - read Jane Jacobs. 
 

Healthy Communities is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 
 
To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

- Please construct a new interchange at HWY 
404/19th Ave. 

- Extend the Richmond Hill GO train to 
Bayview/19th Ave (1993 RH transportation report 
has a GO station there). 

- Extend the Yonge subway line from Finch/Yonge 
to Yonge/Stouffville Rd asap. 

 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 

- Way too much information. 
- What is an Official Plan and how does it impact 

me? 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

 
- Freeways always backed up between 401 & Don 

Valley - overpass - more land or other method for 
more lanes.  

- Concerned about air pollution as so many high 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 

Healthy Communities is a policy area 
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2014 York Region Official Plan Review     
Public and Stakeholder Input Received to Date 
 

rise condos are being built with no additional 
greenbelt/park space. 

 

recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 

- Thanks for this and congrats on your commitment 
to sustainability. 

- This is key to finding balance and growth that we 
can afford economically, socially and 
environmentally. 

- Looking forward to hearing about the next cycle of 
meetings. Let’s hope you can have some in 
Vaughan. 

 

 

- Stick to what is in the Plan; Corridors are precious 
and should be protected, make greywater 
mandatory. 

 

Healthy Communities is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 

- Need planning advocacy, Politicians speak for the 
community, do they have to be neutral on 
development applications; OMB needs to be dealt 
with. 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

 
March 5, 2015 Special 
Meeting of Council 
 

- Landowner of 54.5 hectares located West of 
Highway 404 and north of Stouffville Road 

- Request consideration for the removal of lands 
from the Greenbelt Plan area and that the 
designation of these lands within the Oak Ridges 
Moraine Conservation Plan be modified to permit 
urban employment uses. 
 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

- Landowner requests permission to subdivide 
property to create 3 2-acre lots (including existing 
home) in Gormley.  Currently prohibited by the 
Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan 

 

To be addressed through Provincial Review of 
the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan 

- Landowner of 12.5 hectares located East of 
Yonge Street, North of Greenlane. 

- Request inclusion within the urban boundary. 

To be reviewed through consultation on growth 
scenarios 
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- Landowner requests inclusion within the urban 

boundary. 
- Portion of lands brought into urban boundary 

through OMB orders dated December 13, 2012 
and March 5, 2013. 

To be reviewed through consultation on growth 
scenarios. 

 
- Landowners advise that they are pursuing high 

density designation for their property through the 
Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan Review 

To be addressed through Provincial Review of 
the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan 

- Approved Source Protection Plan for the South 
Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Region. 

- 2015 Provincial Plan review for the Greenbelt 
Plan, Growth Plan, and Oak Ridges Moraine 
Conservation Plan. 

 
Conformity with Provincial Plans is a policy area 
recommended for review through the 
MCR/ROP. 
 

- Green Infrastructure including low impact 
development. 

- Climate Change adaptation measures. 
- Water, Energy, Waste and Air Quality targets. 
- Use of Ecological Goods Services (EGS) 

evaluations. 

Healthy Communities is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 

 
 - The Region, in the review of the YROP needs to 

carefully consider the opportunities contained 
within the PPS to expand land use opportunities 
and economic development in the rural 
countryside.  

- In certain respects the YROP is more restrictive 
than the ORMCP itself in relation to policies 
concerning limited commercial, industrial and 
institutional uses in Countryside Areas.  The 
Region should review the Agricultural and Rural 
policies of the YROP in relation to new PPS 2014 
priorities to foster economic development 
opportunities in the rural area 

Economic Development is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update. 
 
Conformity with Provincial Plans is a policy area 
recommended for review through the 
MCR/ROP. 
 
Agricultural and Rural Areas is a policy area 
recommended for review through the MCR/ROP 
Update.  
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 - Request policies be included in municipal land use 

planning policy documents that protect continued 
viability and ultimate capacity of rail infrastructure 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 

Concerned with traffic safety on 14th Avenue and 
requests that sharp curves be removed 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 

 - Sharon Heights Landowner Group expressed 
concerns with assumptions and conclusion on 
residential unity supply. 

To be reviewed through consultation on growth 
scenarios 

 - Kennedy McCowan Landowner Group requests 
notice of any public meeting, open house or 
Council consideration on this matter.   

- They also request Notice of Adoption 

 

 - Green Earth Village (Royal Park Homes and 
SigNature Communities) are proposing to develop 
a sustainable community in East Gwillimbury 

- The subject lands are the host site of the future 
Water Reclamation Centre, which provides an 
opportunity to incorporate sustainable energy, 
waste water, and solid waste systems in the new 
community.  

- Request that the Region consider the GEV lands 
as a candidate to accommodate a portion of the 
future growth that is forecast for York Region. 

To be reviewed through consultation on growth 
scenarios 

 - Recognize Markham Airport in the York Region 
Official Plan. 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
 

 - Work with York Region staff to grow the greenbelt 
and bring the Rouge National Park in line with 
Provincial legislation. 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

 - Recognizing the importance of water is critical to 
this review because of growth and climate 
change. 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 
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 - CHFMS requested that the Region consider their 

lands as a candidate to accommodate a portion of 
the future growth that is forecast for York Region. 

To be reviewed through consultation on growth 
scenarios 

 - Request that the Greenblelt lands be extended to 
include all valleylands in the Region. 

- Need to make improvements in Natural Heritage 
System to protect against climate change. 

- Should purchase lands in the Don watershed even 
if expensive because it is under extreme pressure. 

To be addressed by processes that support 
ROP implementation. 

 - Maintain existing neighbourhoods. 
- Prevent inappropriate development along 

Regional corridors.  
- Willing to work with staff to help mitigate/decrease 

commuting time. 
- Support the approach in Vaughan Official Plan 

(areas for growth; neighborhoods remain). 

Transportation is a policy area recommended for 
review through the MCR/ROP Update. 
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March 3, 2015 

I 

The Regional Municipality of York 
Planning and Economic Development 
Corporate Services Department 
17250 Yonge Street 
Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 6Zl 

Attentfon: Sandra MalcTc, Manager Policy and Environment 

RE: YORK REGION OFFICIAL PLAN UPDATE 

In light of the upcoming review of the Regional Official Plan I would like to provide my comments on the 
Region's employment policies in general, and more specifically as they apply to a site specific application 
we have in Markham. 

Supply of Employment Land 

I understand the Region's need to prepare a land budget that protects an adequate supply of both 
residential and employment lands in order to meet future needs. However the reality is that each area 
municipality has also identified/designated lands for employment needs in order to bring the residential 
lands on-stream that are needed to satisfy residential growth. As a result we now have, in my opinion, 
and over supply of employment lands that far outweighs the real demand for that space. 

This is particularly problematic for the identified "Regional Growth Centres". The oversupply of 
employment lands has resulted in an unfair competitive advantage for the Growth Centers. To give an 
example, a major office use which should be directed to the highest priority growth areas now has a 
number of choices in the deliberation of its site selection process. It is not necessarily a negative to have 
a competitive environment when it comes to land choices, however this competitive environment only 
works if all other factors are equal. Despite all the positives of being located in a highly intensifying area 
with all the amenities found in mixed use centres, price remains as a main determining factor. In a 
growth center the costs of providing office space is considerably higher. Given the need for below grade 
or structured parking as opposed to surface parking it is difficult to maintain a competitive lease 
structure. Both land costs and cash in-lieu rates are higher in the growth centres. As more employment 
lands are entering the supply this situation is getting further acerbated. It is clear that the demand for 
employment lands is not where it was forecasted, this is evidenced by the recent shortfall in the 
Regional Development Charge revenues that were brought to the attention of the development 
industry. 
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In considering the future employment land needs a complete study of the supply of lands available 
needs to be undertaken. This exercise should, as one of its major component parts, evaluate the 
relative impacts on the designated Regional Growth Centres. 

Categories of Employment Land 

In addition to the oversupply of employment lands a second issue has emerged that deals with the 
categories of employment land and their location relative to the built areas of the area municipalities. 
These comments have to do more with the location and relative land cost of providing employment uses 
(other than office) within the built urban areas. 

Over the past number of years we have seen a dramatic shift in the type of employment users. It has 
been our experience that the light and heavy manufacturing uses are not locating within built urban 
areas due to a number of considerations. These considerations include relative price of land, ease of 
access for deliveries and potential land use conflicts with sensitive land uses that result from noise, dust, 
vibration and heavy truck movements. 

Lands that are further from urban areas with direct access to the 400 series highways or major rail 
corridors seem to be much more attractive to these types of uses. Land costs are lower in the ex-urban 
areas, access for truck traffic is easier and potential conflicts with established residential 
neighbourhoods is more manageable if not eliminated. In the ex-urban areas, due to the relative low 
cost of land, greater buffers and setbacks from residential uses can be achieved. 

In its deliberations, Regional staff should consider these factors and determine suitable lands for these 
uses or minimally develop a list of criteria that ensure new manufacturing uses are directed to areas 
where potential land use conflicts can be eliminated. 

Site Specific Official Plan Amendment 

As you are aware we have submitted applications to amend the Official Plan for a parcel of land located 
within the City of Markham (see attached location map). The intent of the application is to re-designate 
a portion of the site from "General Employment" to residential. The application has been fully vetted at 
the local level and has undergone an exhaustive community and Council review process. At the 
conclusion of the process it was determined, by Markham Council, that the change in land use was 
desirable given the site specific nature of the application (see attached Council Minutes from June 24th, 
2014). 

I am attaching a copy of the reports/submissions in support of the application for your review and 
consideration. The basic thrust of our request lies in the fact that planning is not a static process and 
each application requires an evaluation on its own merits. In this case planning by "the numbers" is not 
appropriate and other planning considerations need to be factored into the equation. One of the main 
drivers of good community planning is the consideration of land use compatibility. It is imperative that 
planners recognize potential land use conflict issues and, if the opportunity presents itself, eliminate 
those potential conflicts. 

I have attached a copy of a letter dated April gth, 2014 that provides a detailed planning rational which 
supports the appropriateness of the re-designation. To summarize the main points: 
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a) Compatibility with Adjacent Land use 

The subject lands were designated for "General Employment" uses that would permit a wide 
range of uses including manufacturing, processing & warehousing; which by their nature require 
truck movements, loading activities and controlled outside storage. Due to the proximity of the 
existing residential to the south and west of the subject lands and the new community 
centre/library/neighbourhood (currently under construction) at the southeast corner of 
Middlefield and 14th Avenue, employment activities would create land use and public safety 
conflicts that result from truck traffic, noise, odour, dust and contaminant discharges. 

MOE Guidelines 

In addition to the information provided in the attached reports/letter I would also point out the 
Ministry of Environment D-6 Guidelines "Compatibility Between Industrial Facilities and 
Sensitive Land Uses". Based on this regulation a sensitive land use would be classified as a 
School, Community Centre or a public park. This guideline is intended to be used as a tool by 
municipal planners in making land use decisions in order to minimize land use conflicts. 

The guideline gives examples ofthe types of activities that would be classified as Class 1, 2 or 3 
Industrial uses. Based on the General Employment designation it would be safe to assume that 
Class 2 industrial uses could (if the market ever existed) be developed on the site. The 
guidelines also provide minimum separation distances (70.0 m) and a potential zone of influence 
(300.0 m) (see attached excerpts from the D-6 Guidelines). The Ministry recommends that the 
designation of lands within the zone of influence be done so with an aim to eliminate 
compatibility issues. For reference purposes I have enclosed a map that includes both the 
minimum 70.0 m and the 300.0 m area of influence superimposed on the subject lands. 

Based on the MOE Guidelines and the surrounding land uses the question remains, if an 
application for a General Employment designation was submitted on the subject lands today, 
given the surrounding land uses, could it be supported? I will hazard a guess that no the 
application would never be supported by either planning staff or by the local Council. 

b) Employment Forecasts 

In the advent that the planning decision is to be based on the generation of jobs, we retained a 
consultant to evaluate the number of jobs that could be generated on the subject lands under 
the "General Employment" designation and the number of jobs that would be generated by 
providing a more intense form of employment uses along the 14th Avenue corridor (see attached 
presentation to Markham Council). Based on this analysis the number of jobs that would likely 
occur on the subject lands (assuming that there would ever be a market for employment uses 
on this site with the potential land use conflicts) was between 1,036-1,244. Based on an 
analysis of the number of jobs that would be created by providing a more intense form of 
employment along 14th Avenue (based on 244,000 sq.ft of higher order office space and using 
an area of 185 sq.ft. per employee) a total of 1320 jobs would be provided for. 

As a result the proposed land use (as approved by Markham Council) does not result in a net 
loss of employment activity but rather results in a slight increase. It should be noted that given 
the MOE Guidelines the development of light manufacturing or processing is not likely to occur 
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but rather warehousing uses might be the most one would expect and would result in 
significantly lower employment numbers. 

In addition to the compatibility issues and the positive job creation numbers other factors should be 
included in the evaluation of there-designation request. The housing form contemplated for this site 
would consist of small lot singles and townhomes. These housing types are by their nature more 
affordable and contribute to the goal of achieving a wide range of housing choices within a community. 
The second factor to consider is one of sustainability. We have agreed with Markham that we would 
develop this site to a LEED standard (a detailed list of the initiatives to be implemented is included in the 
attached letter). Included within this program would be the design and construction of a "green road" 
demonstration project. This site offers the municipality the opportunity to test various green building 
and development techniques that will inform the development of future green field areas. 

I would request that this submission be given full consideration and be included in any reports that 
would be submitted to Regional Council for consideration. I am available to meet to discuss the issues 
raised in this submission should the need arise. 

Sincerely, 

Copy to: Val Shuttleworth, c 
' 

Attachments 

1. April 8th Letter 
2. Markham Council Minutes approving the Official Plan Amendment 
3. Letter from Bratty and Partners agreeing to a deferral of a decision until the Spring of 2015 
4. MOE D-6 Guidelines 
5. Presentation made to Markham Council in support of re-designation request 
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KLM 
PLANNING PARTNERS INC. 	

64 Jardin Drive, Unit 1 B 
Concord, Ontario 

L4K 3P3 
T. 905.669.4055 
F. 905.669.0097

klmplanning.com 

File: P-2367 

April 8, 2015 

Via E-Mail and Regular Mail 

The Regional Municipality of York 

York Region Administration Centre 

17250 Yonge Street, 

Newmarket, Ontario 

L3Y 6Z1 


Attention: Mr. Denis Kelly, Regional Clerk 

RE: 	 York Region Official Plan 5-Year Review, Municipal Comprehensive Review and 2041 

York Region Draft Growth Scenarios and Land Budget 

Melrose Properties Inc., lronrose Investments Inc., MCN (Pinevalley) Inc., Mel-Terra 

Investments Inc., Azure Woods Home Corp., and Lazio Farms Holdings Inc. 

Block42 

City of Vaughan 


Dear Mr. Kelly, 

KLM Planning Partners Inc is the land use planning consultant retained by Melrose Properties 

Inc., lronrose Invest ments Inc., MCN (Pineval ley) Inc., Mel-Terra Investments Inc., Azure Woods 

Home Corp., and Lazio Farms Holdings Inc. (t he "client"), the owners of approximately 191.16 

hectares (472.33 acres) of land located wit hin Block 42 in the City of Vaughan (the "subject 

lands"). Block 42 is bounded by Weston Road to the east, the King/Vaughan municipal boundary 

located north of King-Vaughan Road to the north, Pine Valley Drive to the west and Kirby Road 
to the south. 

We are submitting this letter on behalf of our client in response to the Region of York's recent 
announcement of the commencement of the statutory 5-year review and Municipal 
Comprehensive Review ("MCR") of the existing 2010 Official Plan, and the 2041 York Region 
Draft Growth Scenarios and Land Budget" report of the Commissioner of Corporate Services 
and the Chief Planner being considered by the Committee of the Whole on April 9, 2015. The 
Region of York is conducting this review concurrently with the coordinated review of the 
Growth Plan, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, Greenbelt Plan and Niagara Escarpment 

Plan recently announced by the Province of Ontario. 

Planning • Design • Development 

Communication #2

http:klmplanning.com


The subject lands are currently designated as "Agricultural Area" and "Greenbelt" by Map 8 
(Agricultural and Rural Area) in the Region of York Official Plan 2010. The policies applicable to 
the Agricultural Area are found in the 2010 Plan and where applicable the 1994 Plan. The 
"Agricultural Area" designation permits a range of farming and farming related uses including 
accessory uses. Furthermore, the subject lands are designated as "Agricultural" and 
"Greenbelt" by the City of Vaughan Official Plan. The subject lands are not currently situated 
within the urban boundary in both the Region of York and City of Vaughan Official Plans. Our 
clients are seeking an expansion of the urban boundary to include the lands within Block 42 for 
future urban uses. 

In accordance with the policies in the Region of York and City of Vaughan Official Plan, 
expansions to the existing urban boundary can only be undertaken through a municipal 
comprehensive review. The Region of York is currently undertaking a full review of the existing 
2010 Official Plan and is analyzing three different draft growth scenarios (i.e. 40%, 50%, and "no 
urban area expansion") as part of this review. 

We also understand that the Region of York staff through the review of the 2010 Official Plan 
will be conducting a review of the population and employment forecasts including the 
distribution of such to each of the local municipalities. 

The province of Ontario released Amendment 2 to the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe in June 2013, which provides updated residential and employment growth forecasts 
to 2031 and introduces new population and employment forecasts for 2036 and 2041. The 
result of these new forecasts is that York Region is directed to plan for an additional 280,000 
residents and 120,000 jobs to the year 2041. 

A minimum of 40% of this growth must occur within the existing built boundary as required by 
the Growth Plan and Provincial Policy Statement 2014 ("PPS") and in reviewing the staff reports 
and information available to date, the Region is looking at different options which also include a 
"no urban expansion" scenario. 

On behalf of our client, while conducting the ongoing MCR and reviewing updates to the 2010 
Official Plan, we ask that staff consider the lands in Block 42 for future expansions to the urban 
area to support the ongoing and desirable growth of York Region. We would appreciate the 
opportunity to participate in discussions related to the Official Plan review and may wish to 
make further detailed submissions in relation to subsquent reports related to this process. 
trust that these comments are helpful and would appreciate the opportunity to meet with staff 
to discuss them in greater detail. 

We kind request notice of any future reports and/or public meetings and consultations 
regarding the Official Plan review and the coordinated review of the Provincial land use 
planning documents, and further that we receive all notice of any decision of Regional Council. 

I 



Yours very truly, 

KLM PLANNING PARTNERS INC. 

Ryan Mino-Leahan, B.U.R.PI., MCIP, RPP 
Associate/Senior Planner 

Copy: Regional Councillor DiBiase- Chair, Planning and Economic Development 
Valerie Shuttleworth -Chief Planner 
Paul Bottomley- Manager, Policy Research and Forecasting 
Teresa Cline- Senior Planner 
Melrose Properties Inc., 
lronrose Investments Inc. 
MCN (Pinevalley) Inc. 
Mel-Terra Investments Inc. 
Azure Woods Home Corp. 
Lazio Farms Holdings Inc. 
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